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ORIGINAL VIDEO GAME SOUNDTRACK 
Composed, Arranged and Produced by Rafael Dyll 



ORIGINAL VIDEO GAME SOUNDTRACK 

1. Title Intro 
2. Desert lab Dark Fear 
3. Creepy Water, Melting Spirits 
A, Nebula Burning Sun 
5. Katakis Dark Seed 
6. Xardian The End 
7. Bossfight 
8. Game Over 
9. Freedom Dreamcast Credits 

AH tracks composed, arranged and produced by Rafael Dyll 

Recorded and mastered at 
soniQfactory Studio, Witten, Germany 



Being a music composer arid videogame fan at the same time 
has its merits. Particularly if you've always been into cross 
platform action packed games like R-Type, Gradhis, Last 
Resort, Apidya, Turrican and Contra, The one merit is that 
you enjoy game audio in particular anyway, the other being 
that you may in fact get the chance to work on such a project 
yourself. Enter Last Hope by NG;DEV,TEAM, a remarkable 
action video game cartridge created for the NEO-GEO video 
game console and released 20GG on cartridge in limited 
numbers. NG;DEV*TEAM, based in Hannover, has made its 
name with excellent arcade like gamepiay and technology 
that pushes the NEO-GEO to its visual, aural and hardware 
limits. Such was the overwhelming response in fact, that the 
game is now available on further, mass market and popular 
platforms, including Sega s Drcamcast with more extended 
16-Bit audio. NG^DEV.TEAM and I have once more joined 
forces to bring to you the complete game music on Audio CD, 
This CD holds ail tracks featured in the game, including the 
extended Drcamcast tracks and in full length, previously 
unreleased In addition, the tracks have been given that 
extra CD treatment, mastered and equalised at soniQfactory 
Studio, for a great listening experience. 

I would like to take this opportunity and thank the creative 
heads behind Last Hope, Timm & Rene, for their support and 
not least to the fans, T look forward to working on more 
games music on NEO CEO, Drcamcast and whatever game 
machines in the future. 

*t!eace Forever! 

DyJL Composer Last Hope 

NEO-GEO111 is a registered trademark of SNK PLAYMORE Lorporation 
Sega.Dreamcast™ is a registered trademark of SEGA Corporation 
LAST HOPE # NG:DEV,TEAM 200fi 



MADE IN GERMANY 


